Electrolyte design for Li metal-free Li batteries
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Li metal, with the lowest thermodynamically achievable negative electrochemical potential and the highest specific capacity (3860 mAh g⁻¹), is the ultimate anode choice for Li batteries. However, the highest reported Li plating/stripping Coulombic efficiency (CE) of 99.5% after extensive efforts is still too low for the Li metal-free (all the Li metal in cycling comes from cathode, without anode pre-lithiation) Li metal batteries. The low CE is attributed to both non-uniform Li plating/stripping on the lithiophobic Cu current collector and Li dendrite growth through lithiophilic organic–inorganic solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) formed in carbonate electrolytes. Here, we use a lithiophilic Bismuth graphite blend (Bi–Gr) substrate to replace lithiophobic Cu current collector to seed a uniform Li nucleation, and form a lithiophobic LiF-rich SEI rather than lithiophilic organic-rich SEI to suppress Li dendrite growth. Molecular dynamics simulations reveal the preferential reduction of anions in 2.0 M LiPF₆ in tetrahydrofuran/2-methyl tetrahydrofuran (2.0 M LiPF₆–mixTHF) electrolyte to generate LiF-rich SEI on plated Li. Bi–Gr substrate and 2.0 M LiPF₆–mixTHF electrolyte enable the Li anodes to achieve a record high CE of 99.83% at a high capacity of 1.0 mAh cm⁻² and current of 0.5 mA cm⁻². The Bi particles serve as dispersed nucleation centers that promote uniform Li deposition with strong adhesion to the substrate to avoid dead Li, while the lithiophilic LiF-rich SEI promotes lateral Li growth and suppresses the vertical Li dendrite growth even at a high current density of 3.0 mA cm⁻² and high areal capacities of 3.0 mAh cm⁻². The regulation of Li nucleation and growth enables the Li metal-free LiFePO₄ full cells to achieve 100 cycles at a practical areal capacity of >2.0 mAh cm⁻². This manuscript highlights the benefits of simultaneous substrate design to improve Li nucleation and electrolyte design to promote lithiophobic SEI growth, enabling a promising and practical route Li metal-free Li metal batteries.

Introduction

An ever-growing energy demand from multiple sectors has reinvigorated research into rechargeable Li metal batteries due to the lowest thermodynamically achievable negative electrochemical potential of Li metal and the highest specific capacity (3860 mAh g⁻¹) [1]. However, the highest reported Li plating/
stripping Coulombic efficiency (CE) of <99.5% is still too low for practical applications, especially for Li metal-free full cells that do not have lithium excess. The limitations on CE are due to both solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) and substrate. Strong adhesion between Li and the organic-rich SEI that formed during cycling in conventional carbonate electrolytes promotes dendritic growth. While the Cu current collector fails to provide strong adhesion with the deposited Li. The former issue still occurs in recently proposed polymer-inorganic SEI designs that are similarly rich in organic content [2]. A strong Li|SEI adhesion is undesirable as it undermines the mechanical strength of the SEI and undergoes large volume changes that induce cracking and other mechanical defects that promote Li dendrite growth/“dead Li” (Scheme 1, upper row) [3,4]. Additionally, strong adhesion coincides with a low interface energy (strongly wetting), promoting Li penetration through organic-rich SEI to form Li dendrites and reduce Li plating/stripping CE. Thus effective strategies for improving Li plating/stripping CE should adopt a lithiophilic substrate on the current collector to promote a more uniform Li deposition and the SEI should be lithiophobic to resist deformation upon Li volume change and suppress Li dendrite growth (Scheme 1, lower row). The lithiophilic substrate ensures that Li is uniformly plated/stripped [5]. The lithiophilic SEI with high interface energy and weak bonding to Li facilitates Li metal migration at the SEI|Li interface without forcing the lithiophilic SEI to move with Li, thus reducing the stress/strain of lithiophilic SEI. As a result, the lithiophilic SEI retains its mechanical strength and promotes lateral deposition of the Li. Therefore, the combination of lithiophilic substrate and lithiophobic SEI should overcome existing limitations in Li plating/stripping to improve CE and cycle life. However, the combination of both approaches at once has not been explored previously.

Many substrates utilizing different Li-host materials [6] with 3D structures [7] have been investigated to enhance the Li plating/stripping efficiency. To accommodate the large volume changes of Li during plating/stripping cycles and reduce the actual areal current density, these lithiophilic substrates normally have large surface area (porous carbon [8], graphene [9], etc.), resulting in a low initial CE. Therefore, the ideal lithiophilic substrates should be dense with less surface area and coordinate with lithiophobic SEI to enhance the Li plating/stripping CE.

Among reported components of SEI, LiF is lithiophobic, with high interface energy and weak binding to Li, thus can minimize SEI deformation with volume change on cycling [10]. Additionally, LiF is mechanically strong and so restricts Li growth under SEI|Li interface while preventing Li from penetrating the interface. Thus LiF-rich SEI is best suited for Li dendrite suppression as evidenced by the highest Li plating/stripping CE of 99.5% in localized high-concentration electrolytes [11], all-fluorinated electrolyte [12] and high concentration LiFSI-doped electrolyte [13]. CE in these electrolytes is limited by the similar reduction potentials of fluorinated salts and solvents which still generate some organic components in the SEI, compromising the LiF-rich SEI as described above. Herein, we used a 2.0 M LiPF$_6$ in tetrahydrofuran (THF) and 2-methyl tetrahydrofuran (MTHF) electrolyte to form LiF/organic bilayer SEI. In combination, a dense and highly lithiophilic graphite-Bi composite substrate was employed to improve the adhesion between Li and substrate (Scheme 1, lower row). When the potential of graphite-Bi electrodes gradually decrease from open-circuit to Li plating potential, the low solvent reduction potential of the ether solvents compared to the fluorinated LiPF$_6$ salt ensures a nearly pure LiF inner layer evolves that is in contact with Li, with minor polymerized organic products due to ether decomposition in the outer layer (LiF/organic bilayer) [14]. This bilayer SEI model differs from the previously reported organic–inorganic composite SEI where the LiF and organic products are intermixed. The principle behind the formation of LiF/organic bilayer SEI is that the low solvating strength of the ethers in 2 M LiPF$_6$ in THF:MTHF (1:1 volume, denoted as mixTHF) promotes the formation of contact ion pairs and salt aggregation leading to their preferential reduction to form LiF. The mixture is used for chemical
stability of the electrolyte: single MTHF cannot provide enough solvation, while single THF will be polymerized by Lewis acid (PF₅) from salt. In addition, the high reduction stability suppresses the reduction of mixTHF to form organic SEI. After formation of LiF/organic bilayer SEI, Li accumulates initially at the dispersed Bi particles, overcoming a nucleation barrier observed on graphite substrate alone. The Li and Bi reversibly form Li-Bi alloys that seed further lateral/radial Li deposition and lead to a more uniform deposition across the substrate surface. With the synergistic regulation of Li nucleation on lithiophilic Bi–Gr substrate and non-dendritic growth under lithiophobic LiF-rich SEI, the Li plating/stripping CE in Li metal||Bi–Gr half cells reached the highest recorded CE over 99.8+% at 0.5 mA cm⁻² and 1.0 mA h cm⁻². The Li metal-free LiFePO₄||Bi–Gr full cells with practical areal capacity >2.0 mAh cm⁻² can be cycled for 100 cycles.

Results
Electrolyte design to form LiF-rich SEI
Recent research has demonstrated that increasing the LiF content in organic–inorganic SEI by adding either fluorinated solvents (e.g., FEC) or salts (e.g., lithium bis(fluorosulfonyl)imide, LiFSI) into commercial carbonate electrolytes can suppress Li dendrites [15]. However, the organic content in organic–inorganic SEI, especially near the anode, is still high because of the simultaneous reduction of the fluorinated solvents and LiFSI which generates some organic species as well. Different from LiFSI and LiTFSI salts, the reduction of LiPF₆ salt via electrochemical reduction of salt aggregates [16] or via electro-catalytic HF-based pathway [17] can form LiF without organic components. An alternative approach is to select thermodynamically more stable solvents with low solvent reduction potential, promoting reduction of LiPF₆ salt and minimizing the organic content of the SEI. Increasing LiPF₆ concentration to form high salt aggregation can further reduce organic content in the SEI by preferential reduction of LiPF₆. High salt aggregation is needed in order to stabilize an excess electron on PF₆⁻, thus promoting its preferential reduction and LiF formation. By screening multiple solvents including ester/ether, we selected THF and MTHF, which best satisfy the above requirements due to their low reduction potential, good conductivity ~5.4 mS/cm (at 2.0 M) and high LiPF₆ solubility up to 2.7 M. The 2.0 M LiPF₆–mixTHF electrolyte has very high Li⁺ transference number (t⁺) of 0.74 from experiments and 0.68–0.73 from molecular dynamics (MD) simulations (Table S1), which are much higher than that of the concentrated linear glymes doped with lithium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl) imide (LiTFSI) [18] and dual salt electrolyte (LiTFSI:LiTFSI/DME) [19]. The high Li⁺ transference number (t⁺) is beneficial for suppression of Li dendrite growth during lithium metal deposition [14].

Born Oppenheimer Molecular Dynamics (BOMD) simulations using a setup shown in Fig. 1a and S1 provided mechanistic insight into the initial stages of electrolyte reduction and formation of LiF/organic bilayer SEI in the 2.0 M LiPF₆–mixTHF electrolyte. The simulations included three critical factors needed to realistically represent electrolyte reactivity at electrodes: (1) explicit description of the substrate – electrolyte interactions; (2) accurate representation of electrolyte structure, ion pairing and aggregation near an electrode; and (3) collection of sufficient statistics from multiple unique simulations that were initiated with differing initial configurations. As stated earlier, a thin layer of LiF will be formed on plated Li when potential drop from open-circuit to Li plating potential. Thus, we choose a 9-layer Li (001) slab that was capped with trilayers of LiF to simulate electrolyte reduction at the partially passivated Li metal with specific Li – electrolyte interactions included. A validated polarizable force field (APPLE&P) (see Table S1) was used to prepare 10 representative initial configurations for BOMD DFT simulations that lasted 24 ps and allowed us to capture sufficient statistics for the most frequently observed electrolyte reduction events. Detailed description of the reduction events and movies of the resulting simulations are attached in SI.

In all 10 simulations (denoted as replicas R-1, . . . , R-10) no THF or MTHF decomposition nor HF formation was observed. Instead, LiF formation was observed as a result of the Liₓ(PF₅ₓ) ion pair (x = 1) or aggregate (x > 1) reduction on a timescale of <10 ps, confirming a strong preference for LiPF₆ vs. solvent reduction. Fig. 1(b and c) shows one of the observed reduction
events when a PF₆⁻ coordinated to Li⁺ cations from the electrolyte and LiF surface undergoes defluorination and formation of 3LiF and PF₃ gas. In a number of cases, Li⁺ was too scarce at the interface and could not be liberated from the LiF fast enough to form PF₃. This led to the evolution of an intermediate, loosely bound PFₓ anion, observed in previous simulation studies [20]. Because the evolved gases are trapped in our simulations, we saw additional reactivity of PFₓ and PF₄ species to PF₂ neutral and anionic species. This reaction is not expected to occur if these gases are released. In 3 of the 10 trajectories, a F⁻ vacancy evolved during the polarizable force field preparation and was carried over to DFT to examine how reactivity changed near surface defects. In each case, a PFₓ is reduced during our equilibration phase to fill the vacancy and decomposes to PFₓ or the diffuse PFₓ anion. In each of these simulations, the defective surface led to a high population of PFₓ (in trajectories R-2, R-8, and R-10, 3 of 6 PFₓ are on the surface near the defect), suggesting the anions will tend to aggregate near certain defective sites and other imperfections. Our simulations suggest under such conditions, there is a preference for the reduction of the anion to repair the SEI over solvent. Interestingly, as BOMD simulations progressed and multiple electron transferred from lithium metal to electrolyte reducing LiPF₆, we observed a number of fast diffusion events for F⁻ from the electrolyte|LiF interface to the LiF−lithium metal interface that would be expected to occur during Li stripping, see Fig. S1-f,i. For the sake of brevity here, a more thorough examination and summary of the simulations is provided in the additional discussion in the SI and in Table S2. We conclude that strong LiPF₆ aggregation near the passivated Li metal electrode favors LiPF₆ decomposition leading to the self-limiting LiF SEI growth without any observed solvent reduction.

The formation of LiF-rich SEI layer on the Li metal in LiPF₆–mixTHF electrolyte was confirmed using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The typical elemental contribution to the SEI is shown in the pentagon (Fig. 2). It is obvious that SEI from LiPF₆–mixTHF electrolyte is rich in F but poor in C, consistent with the simulation results that LiPF₆ preferentially decomposes on Li, generating LiF-rich SEI. In contrast, solvent decomposition in LiPF₆-EC/DMC electrolyte dominates the SEI formation process, evolving a C-rich, F-poor SEI. High resolution F 1s, C 1s with Ar⁺ sputtering also supports this conclusion. It is clear that F content remains high but C content diminishes after 120 s, indicating the inner part of SEI generated from LiPF₆–mixTHF electrolyte is even richer in F and poorer in C. Whilst the C signal remains strong after 120 s sputtering in the SEI from LiPF₆-EC/DMC electrolyte. From the previous discussion, LiF-rich SEI is effective in regulating the Li growth morphology and improving CE.

Electrochemically, the significantly increased CE from ~86.0% in LiPF₆-EC/DMC to 99.2% in LiPF₆–mixTHF at a current of 0.5 mA cm⁻² and a capacity of 1.0 mAh cm⁻² in Li|Cu half cells (Fig. S2a–c) verified the electrolyte design principle that formation of LiF-rich SEI on Li can improve Li plating/stripping CE. This CE is among the best values reported for Li|Cu half cells with similar testing conditions. The CE remains stable for over 100 cycles in the LiPF₆–mixTHF cells, while for the cell in LiPF₆-EC/DMC, the CE decreases with cycling due to the insufficient electrode passivation and buildup of ‘dead Li’ that is electrically insulated from the anode. Despite these improvements, a 99.2% CE is not high enough for Li anode free full cells with limited Li source from cathodes and complete Li plating/stripping cycles. This is partially because the high lithiophlicity of Cu may detach deposited Li, forming dead Li, especially at the near-to complete Li stripping stage, and could not be improved even with building of 3D and sub-micron Cu structures [6]. To further increase the CE, we designed a special substrate with lower Li nucleation barrier and high Li affinity to provide better adhesion and efficiency.

**Substrate design for high Li plating/stripping CE**

Carbon substrates have been extensively investigated for Li metal deposition, owing to their high surface area to reduce local current density and Li affinity to improve adhesion of Li metal. Substitution of Cu foil with carbon substrates featuring large specific surface area (e.g., carbon-fiber paper [21], porous graphene network [22], and coating carbon materials onto Cu foil) has been demonstrated to effectively reduce the local current density [23]. Carbon substrates such as doped graphene [24] and carbon black [25] have also been shown to be reasonably lithiophilic. However, these carbons with high surface areas come at a price of low initial CE. We ultimately chose to use graphite as it has good Li affinity and a low surface area. Electrochemically, the CE increases from 99.2% on Cu to 99.4% on graphite after initial
cycles (Fig. S2d). From the overpotential comparison (Fig. S3), it’s obvious that graphite substrate has cut the overpotential by more than half, from 50 mV on Cu to 20 mV on graphite. However, after taking a closer look at the discharge curves, there is still a dip at the beginning of the Li deposition, indicating a noticeable Li nucleation barrier. It is known that Li metal alloys have good Li affinity which can act as ‘Li glue’ that can lead to an increase in CE [26]. From various metals, bismuth (Bi) was chosen because of its low expansion at full lithiation, which makes it easier for stable cycling. Slurry coated Bi electrode was tested as Li deposition substrate and exhibited excellent CE of 99.75+% (Fig. S2f), however the Bi capacity decayed in first 50 cycles and then remained relatively stable (Fig. S2e). To improve the substrate electrochemical stability, Bi and graphite was mixed and coated on Cu as substrate (Bi–Gr electrode). Elemental mapping (Fig. S4) clearly indicates the good dispersion of Bi microparticle on graphite substrate.

We initially evaluated the Li stripping/plating behavior and Li deposition morphologies on the designed Bi–Gr substrate in Li||Bi–Gr cells with 2.0 M LiPF$_6$–mixTHF electrolyte. A three-step reaction during Li plating/stripping process was observed (Fig. 3 and S3) corresponding to Bi alloying/dealloying, graphite Li intercalation/deintercalation, and Li plating/stripping. The short plateau at approximately 0.7 V is attributed to Li-Bi alloying. However, the sloping range from 0.2 to 0 V associated with Li intercalation of graphite is absent in the discharge curve because of the slow kinetics of graphite intercalation (Fig. S3), the signature golden color at initial lithiation (Fig. 3, photo labeled (1)) indicates the existence of stage I graphite intercalation compound. The absence of typical co-intercalation of ether into graphite results from the poor solvation strength of the mixTHF. The dominant long plateau around 0 V is attributed to Li depositing/dissolution. It is worth noting that Bi–Gr substrate showed no spike at initial lithiation (Fig. S3). The charge/discharge curves overlap well (Fig. 4a), indicating (1) Bi–Gr substrate is stable and (2) there is not much overpotential increase over the 200 testing cycles. More importantly, the CE reaches 99.83+% at 0.5 mA cm$^{-2}$ and 1.0 mAh cm$^{-2}$, much better than 99.2% on Cu foil tested under the same conditions.

To elucidate the underlying mechanism of the Bi–Gr substrate, SEM images and corresponding EDS mappings were acquired at different Li deposition areal capacities (Fig. 3). The initial 0.1 mAh cm$^{-2}$ of Li is deposited on the periphery of Bi particle. It should be noted that while graphite provides more than 10 times the surface area, Li still preferentially deposits on Bi particle, verifying the strongly preferred nucleation of Li metal on Li-Bi alloy. Successive deposition of Li to 0.5 mAh cm$^{-2}$ results in lateral growth from the deposited Li islands. At this level it is obvious that all the Li deposited is centered with Bi particle, demonstrating that the Li is grown from the Li-Bi alloy. Further deposition to 1.0 mAh cm$^{-2}$ Li deposition leads to connection of Li island. After delithiation, no visible Li remained on the substrate, as shown in SEM images, indicating good reversibility of the lithiation/delithiation cycle on the Bi–Gr substrate. In the absence of Bi, Li nucleates and grows uniformly on graphite (Fig. S5). The morphology is similar at 1.0 mAh cm$^{-2}$Li deposition, only with the minor difference of the absent Bi particles.

Li plating/stripping on Bi–Gr substrate with 2 M LiPF$_6$–mixTHF electrolytes

The high CE of 99.83+% is achieved through the combined effect of lithiophobic LiF-rich SEI formation and lithiophilic Bi–Gr sub-
strate since the Bi–Gr substrate in LiPF₆-EC/DMC still yields a low CE of ~90% (Fig. 4b and c), and the Cu foil in LiPF₆-EC/DMC shows even worse CE (~86%). Detailed SEM and EDS mapping characterization (Fig. S6) of Li deposited on Bi–Gr substrate in LiPF₆-EC/DMC electrolyte indicates more Li remained on the substrate after delithiation, which is reflected by the lower CE. Electrochemically, the excellent kinetics of the Li metal in LiPF₆-mixTHF electrolyte was further studied in Li||Bi–Gr half cells at various current densities with fixed lithium plating capacity (1.0 mAh cm⁻²) and compared with commercial LiPF₆-EC/DMC electrolyte (Fig. 4). The stable and nearly identical charge/discharge potential profiles with limited increasing hysteresis is observed for LiPF₆-mixTHF electrolyte (Fig. 4e), which is in sharp contrast to the obviously decreasing CE and increasing hysteresis in LiPF₆-EC/DMC electrolyte (Fig. 4f). The CE difference between these two electrolytes became larger when current density increased from 0.5 to 3.0 mA cm⁻² (Fig. 4g). With the increase of current density, the CEs of Li||Bi–Gr half cells in LiPF₆-mixTHF electrolyte remain high values and still achieved 99.5% at 3.0 mA cm⁻², suggesting its superior reversibility at high rates. By contrast, the efficiency of Li||Bi–Gr half cells in LiPF₆-EC/DMC decreases quickly and hovers around only 70% at 3.0 mA cm⁻², indicating an accelerated Li dendrite and ‘dead Li’ generation at high current densities. The evolution of average voltage hysteresis at all current densities is presented in Fig. 4h.

To evaluate the potential of the Bi–Gr substrate in LiPF₆-mixTHF electrolyte for practical applications with high areal capacities, Li plating/stripping half-cell tests at high capacity of 2.0 and 3.0 mAh cm⁻² were also performed. Typical charge/discharge curves in the two electrolytes are shown in Fig. 4i and j. As was the case in rate tests, higher CE and lower hysteresis was observed in all test conditions in the LiPF₆-mixTHF electrolyte. The potential hysteresis was unchanged as Li capacity increases from 1.0 to 3.0 mAh cm⁻² in LiPF₆-mixTHF electrolyte, indicating a stable interface even at high areal capacities. Conversely, the hysteresis of Li||Bi–Gr cell in LiPF₆-EC/DMC electrolyte increases with areal capacity, especially at the end of charge/discharge, indicating an unstable interface at high areal capacities. The evolution of an unstable interface also results in extremely unstable CE at higher areal capacities (Fig. 4k), indicating chaotic growth of Li after the areal capacity reaches a certain
value in LiPF$_6$-EC/DMC electrolyte. This produced a sharp difference in CE observed at 3.0 mAh cm$^{-2}$: 99.5% (in LiPF$_6$-mixTHF) versus 59.3% (in LiPF$_6$-EC/DMC) (Fig. 4). SEM images and corresponding EDS mappings (Fig. S7) of deposited Li in Li||Bi-Gr half cells at different current densities were acquired. It is obvious that with increasing current densities, the average size of Li island decreases, indicating that more nuclei formed at the beginning of Li deposition. The smaller size of Li islands leads to higher surface area exposing to electrolyte, which reduces the CE. Fortunately, the surface of the Li islands remained smooth and uniform regardless of the current densities and island size, as demonstrated in Fig. S7. The surface morphology of Li metal after 1.0 mAh cm$^{-2}$ of Li deposited on Bi-Gr substrate in different electrolytes is distinctly different. As shown in Fig. 5, deposited Li is disk-like and with a smooth surface in LiPF$_6$-mixTHF, while it is nodule-like with some dendrite-like structures in LiPF$_6$-EC/DMC. The dendritic Li leads to more exposed Li surface area and generation of “dead Li”, caused by the continuous drop of Li plating/stripping CE in commercial LiPF$_6$-EC/DMC electrolyte. SEM images (Fig. S8) show the Li metal coverage on Bi-Gr is increasing from 2.0 and 3.0 mAh cm$^{-2}$, also with higher degree of coalescence. Magnified SEM images of deposited Li on Bi-Gr in LiPF$_6$-mixTHF electrolyte (Fig. S8) indicate no significant increase in surface roughness or dendrite growth at 2.0 and 3.0 mAh cm$^{-2}$. These stable and smooth Li metal surfaces contributed to the constant potential hysteresis at increasing areal capacity.

**Cycling stability of Li||Li symmetrical cells.**
The cycling performance of Li metal in two electrolytes was examined using Li||Li symmetrical cells at a current of 1.0 mA cm$^{-2}$ and a capacity of 1.0 mAh cm$^{-2}$ (Fig. 4d). Gradual decrease and then increase of voltage hysteresis with cycling is observed in the case of 1 M LiPF$_6$-EC/DMC, with very different shape of the charge/discharge curve for the 1st and 250th cycle (Fig. S9a and S9b). For initial cycles, the curve shape indicates dendritic growth of Li and subsequent removal of Li from dendrites and surface pitting [27], while the curve after 250 cycles indicates the accumulation of dead Li which forms a tortuous interphase [28]. The initial decrease in voltage hysteresis results from an increase in surface area that reduces impedance in competition with the continuous growth of SEI layer that increases impedance. The reduction in interfacial resistance during the initial 50 cycles in Fig. 4d is also verified by the continuously decreasing impedance over the first 50 cycles (Fig. S9c and S9d), during which the Li surface area increases significantly, developing porous and needle-like Li structure (Fig. S10). In contrast, much more stable cycling performance up to 1000 h (Fig. 4d) as well as almost unchanged hysteresis (Fig. S9a and S9b) and impedance (Fig. S9c and S9d) can be obtained in the Li||Li cells with LiPF$_6$-mixTHF electrolyte. This can be attributed to stable SEI formation and uniform and non-dendritic Li deposition (Fig. S10). Moreover, the enlarged voltage profiles of symmetric cells display a much lower voltage polarization and smoother plateaus in LiPF$_6$-mixTHF than that in the LiPF$_6$-EC/DMC electrolyte (maximum value 20 mV versus 400 mV (Fig. 4d and S9), indicating homogeneous Li plating/stripping and enhanced charge transfer kinetics.

**Cycling stability of Li metal-free LiFePO$_4$ (LFP)||Bi-Gr full cell**
The electrochemical stability window of 2.0 M LiPF$_6$ mixTHF electrolyte is 0.0–4.2 V [29] allowing LiFePO$_4$ cathode to stably
charged/discharged (Fig. S11). Bi-Gr||LiFePO₄ (LFP) full cells with high areal capacity (>2.0 mAh cm⁻²/C₀) of LFP cathode and no Li metal or pre-lithiation anode were assembled to evaluate the performance in real applications (Fig. 6). This Li metal-free configuration is the ultimate form of Li metal battery (LMB) and does not require special environmental control other than typical prevailing dry room. The LiPF₆-mixTHF electrolyte is capable of 100 cycles with CE close to 100%, while the capacity drops below 80% in LiPF₆-EC/DMC electrolyte within 4 cycles with CE only ~85%. This is one of the best reported cycling stabilities of LMB with anode-free configuration and high areal capacity (>2.0 mAh cm⁻²) without additional external pressure, which highlights the benefits of a combined effort in both electrolyte and substrate design.

Conclusions

In summary, we successfully increased the cycling CE of Li metal by rational design of LiPF₆-mixTHF electrolyte and Bi-Gr substrate, achieving the highest ever reported value of 99.83% at 0.5 mA cm⁻² and 1.0 mA cm⁻² in Li||Bi-Gr half cells. The underlying mechanisms for Li dendrite suppression by lithiophobic LiF-rich SEI and for improving nucleation and adhesion by lithiophilic Bi-Gr substrate are theoretically and experimentally demonstrated. These improvements are incorporated into anode-free full cells with LFP cathode and achieve 100 cycles with a practical areal capacity of >2.0 mAh cm⁻². The strategy reported here could provide new directions on the development of advanced anode-free LMBs.
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